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o accommodate the massive amount of genetic material
within the nucleus, DNA is packaged into chromatin. The level
of chromatin compaction determines the accessibility of the underlying DNA, which in turn impacts gene expression (1). The first step
in gene expression is transcription, where RNA polymerase II (Pol
II) processively moves along the DNA template to generate an
RNA copy. However, how chromatin impacts the translocation
dynamics of individual RNA polymerases has remained unclear.
The fundamental unit of chromatin is a single nucleosome,
which consists of 147 bp of DNA wrapped ∼ 1.7 times around a
histone octamer (2). In vitro experiments have revealed that a
single nucleosome exhibits a significant mechanical barrier to the
transcribing Pol II (3–7). Using optical tweezers, it was shown that
a nucleosome both decreases the rate of forward translocation and
increases polymerase pausing and backtracking (3, 5). These
changes have been suggested to depend on the unwrapping dynamics of the nucleosome itself, which are governed by nucleosomal properties such as the histones’ modification state as well as
the underlying DNA sequence (3, 5).
In vivo, the process of chromatin transcription is far more
complex. Chromatin accessibility is affected by many accessory
factors that facilitate the progression of RNA polymerases
through nucleosomal obstacles (1). A central outstanding question is to what extent the nucleosomal arrangement affects Pol II
transcription behavior. This arrangement might be particularly
important in budding yeast, an organism with a compact genome
with short internucleosomal distances (8–11).
Here, we study the impact of the arrangement of two nucleosomes
on the nucleosomal transcription performance of individual molecules of Pol II. We use dual-trap optical tweezers in a single-molecule
approach to follow single enzymes of Pol II as they progress through
a dinucleosomal array (3, 5). Specifically we investigate how Pol II
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1602764113

passage through the first nucleosome depends on the length of the
linker DNA between the two nucleosomes.
Results
Single-Molecule Transcription Through a Single Nucleosome. We first

sought to recapitulate single-molecule results obtained from Pol
II transcription experiments along mononucleosomal templates
(3, 5). We expressed and purified the four canonical yeast histones from Escherichia coli without posttranslational modifications. After refolding the histone octamers, we assembled the
yeast nucleosomes on the artificial Widom601 nucleosome positioning sequence (NPS) (12), which exhibits a high affinity for the
histone octamer. Protocols were adapted from refs. 13 and 14 (SI
Text). The use of the strong nucleosome positioning sequence, the
Widom601, ensures exact positioning of the nucleosomes, which is
crucial for our experiments as we analyze changes in transcription
dynamics within this well-defined region. We determined the quality
of all nucleosomal reconstitutions by both a gel-based assay (SI Text
and Fig. S1A) and force–extension measurements (SI Text and Fig.
S1B). Pol II was purified from yeast as described in ref. 15. We
assembled transcription elongation complexes as described in refs.
15 and 16 and subsequently ligated them in a single ligation reaction
to both the naked upstream DNA and the downstream DNA
template with already assembled nucleosome(s) (SI Text and Fig.
S2 shows all nucleosomal templates used in this study). In the dualtrap optical tweezers, we formed a tether between two polystyrene
beads: one attached to the polymerase and the other to the upstream DNA (SI Text and Fig. 1A). On buffer exchange and addition
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In eukaryotes, gene expression depends on chromatin organization.
However, how chromatin affects the transcription dynamics of individual RNA polymerases has remained elusive. Here, we use dual trap
optical tweezers to study single yeast RNA polymerase II (Pol II)
molecules transcribing along a DNA template with two nucleosomes.
The slowdown and the changes in pausing behavior within the
nucleosomal region allow us to determine a drift coefficient, χ , which
characterizes the ability of the enzyme to recover from a nucleosomal
backtrack. Notably, χ can be used to predict the probability to pass the
first nucleosome. Importantly, the presence of a second nucleosome
changes χ in a manner that depends on the spacing between the two
nucleosomes, as well as on their rotational arrangement on the helical
DNA molecule. Our results indicate that the ability of Pol II to pass the
first nucleosome is increased when the next nucleosome is turned
away from the first one to face the opposite side of the DNA template.
These findings help to rationalize how chromatin arrangement affects
Pol II transcription dynamics.

of ribonucleotide triphosphates (NTP), Pol II began to translocate
along the DNA toward the nucleosome (SI Text and Fig. 1A). Note
that the nucleosome was not under tension from the optical traps,
because it is positioned downstream (Fig. 1A). Experiments were
done under assisting force (typically 9 ± 1 pN when encountering the
nucleosome; SI Text). Experiments were performed in the presence of
60 mM (NH4)2 SO4, which corresponds to an ionic strength of
∼ 120 mM. The region of nucleosomal influence (200 bp) was
defined according to Bintu et al. (3) (Fig. 1B).
In agreement with previous work (3, 5), we found that the
transcription behavior of Pol II changes significantly in the
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Fig. 1. Single-molecule transcription elongation by RNA polymerases II
through single nucleosome. (A) Dual-trap optical tweezers, assisting force arrangement. (B) Region of nucleosomal influence according to Bintu et al. (3). (C)
Transcription traces of individual Pol II molecules, transcribing along a single
nucleosomal templates where no nucleosome has been present, bare DNA
(bDNA; Left) or a nucleosome was present (1xNucl; Right) (data filtered at 1-kHz
bandwidth). The gray bar illustrates the position of the nucleosome. Yellow and
blue dots highlight the position at which polymerases enter and exit the nucleosome, respectively. For polymerases that did not transcribe through the
nucleosomal region within 145 s, red dots mark their position at 145 s after
entering the nucleosomal region. (D) Changes in dwell time distributions along
mononucleosomal DNA template, zoomed into the nucleosomal region. The
gray bar illustrates the position of the nucleosome; the yellow area marks the
central region. Dwell time distributions for the mononucleosomal DNA template in the absence of a nucleosome (black) and in the presence of a nucleosome (green). The solid line represents the mean, whereas the shaded areas
show the respective SEM. (E) Changes in transcription parameters on mononucleosomal DNA template with and without a nucleosome: changes in pausefree velocities (Left). Pause densities (Center) and pause durations (Right).
Quantifications for each transcription parameters are shown as box plots,
where the central mark is the mean, the edges of the box are the SEM and the
whiskers are the SDs. The red dots represent values for single experiments. (F)
Residence times for transcription on mononucleosomal DNA template. (G)
Quantification of the passage probabilities through the single nucleosomal
region. The passage probability refers to the capacity of a polymerase to pass
the nucleosomal region within the cutoff time of 145 s. The error bars represent
95% CI. Experimental data are shown in blue; theory is shown in green. We used
the Barnard’s exact test to calculate the P values for binary data sets. N indicates
the number of Pol II transcription trajectories on each template. Two datasets
are considered significantly different if the P value is below or equal to 0.05.
Different P values are indicated as follows: ns, P > 0.05; ***P ≤ 0.001.
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presence of a nucleosome (Fig. 1C). Dwell times (the average
time the polymerase resides at a base pair) were increased at the
nucleosome, in particular within its central part. This part of the
nucleosomal DNA corresponds to the dyad region, which is
known to be difficult to pass for a polymerase (3, 5) (Fig. 1D).
This increase in dwell times comes about because the Pol II
elongation rate decreases, whereas pause frequency and pause
duration increase (Table S1 and Fig. 1E). Furthermore, we find
that it takes individual Pol II molecules 63.5 ± 15.5 s (mean ±
SEM unless otherwise noted) to pass a single nucleosome (Table
S1). This time, which we refer to as residence time, is approximately five times longer than the average value measured at the
same location but without a nucleosome (Fig. 1F). Importantly,
detecting this increase in residence time also allows us to test in
each experiment for the presence of the first nucleosome (SI Text
and Fig. S3A). We operationally define a single Pol II molecule
as unable to efficiently pass the nucleosome when it remains for
more than 145 s within the nucleosomal region (66.04 + 2 ×
39.68 s, mean + 2 SDs of the nucleosomal residence time of all
polymerases that make it through the nucleosomal region; for
polymerases that did not pass the first nucleosomal region, only
those traces with passage times longer than the cutoff time of 145 s
were considered; SI Text and Fig. S3B). With this definition,
8% of all measured Pol II molecules are unable to efficiently
pass the single nucleosome (Fig. 1G). To conclude, in agreement
with earlier work (3, 5), we find that, although single molecules
of Pol II slow down significantly when they encounter a nucleosome, a large majority successfully makes it through.
We also observe that most of the Pol II molecules do not
return to “normal” transcription behavior after passing the nucleosomal region, but instead appear to pause more frequently
than they do on naked DNA (Fig. 1C). This behavior was
reported before (at 150 mM salt, comparable to 120 mM used
here) (5), but interpreting postpassage pausing is difficult as the
measurement of position in the optical tweezers is no longer
calibrated (SI Text). It is interesting to speculate that a nucleosome that was passed might remain in contact with Pol II and
affect its postpassage pausing behavior. Here, we only analyze
changes in transcription dynamics within the nucleosomal region
and not beyond.
Although Pol II molecules reduced their elongation rate
within the nucleosomal region, we speculated that it was their
inability to recover from long pauses which rendered them unable to pass the barrier (within 145 s). Specifically, we speculated
that the decreased elongation rate at the nucleosome and the decreased passage probability are quantitatively related. In particular,
we wondered if it is possible to predict Pol II nucleosomal passage
probabilities from the measured reduction in elongation rate and
the increase in the number of pauses within the nucleosomal region, compared with transcription on naked DNA. For this, we
extend a stochastic description of transcription dynamics (5), combining the idea that the nucleosome acts as a fluctuating barrier (5)
with the biased diffusion model for backtracking (17) to investigate
Pol II transcription dynamics on different nucleosomal templates.
A Stochastic Model of Transcription Elongation. We assume that
during active transcription on bare DNA, Pol II elongates with
rate ke (Fig. 2A). This rate is known to be dependent on the force
F applied in the optical tweezers (18, 19). However, due to the
narrow range of entry forces and the small decrease of the force
over the nucleosomal region in our experiments, we expect the
applied force to change the elongation rate ke by less than 5%
(SI Text). Therefore, in what follows, we consider ke to be independent of the applied force. At each template position Pol II
can enter a backtrack, which results in the displacement of the
RNA 3′ end from the active site and renders Pol II transcriptionally
inactive. In the backtracked state, the enzyme can passively diffuse along the DNA with the forward and backtracking rates kf
Fitz et al.
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Fig. 2. Stochastic model of transcription elongation in presence of a nucleosome: (A) Illustration of stochastic model: The x axis represents the transcribed RNA, and the y axis the position of Pol II along the DNA template. On
bare DNA, the polymerase moves in the diagonal direction with the elongation rate ke. In the transcriptionally inactive state, the polymerase diffuses
forward and backward in the vertical direction with the rates kf and kb, respectively. Cleavage of the displaced RNA transcript with the rate kcl results in
a horizontal move. The gray region indicates the position of the nucleosome.
In the presence of a nucleosome both the elongation rate ke and the forward
hopping rate kf decrease by the factor γ. (B) Quantification of the passage
probabilities through the single nucleosomal region in presence or absence of
nucleosome. The passage probability refers to the capacity of a polymerase to
pass the nucleosomal region within the cutoff time of 145 s. The error bars
represent 95% CI. Experimental data are shown in blue; theory is shown in
green. We used the Barnard’s exact test to calculate the P values for binary
datasets. Numbers of trajectories per condition as in Fig. 1. Two data sets are
considered significantly different if the P value is below or equal to 0.05.
Different P values are indicated as follows: ns, P > 0.05; ***P ≤ 0.001. (C)
Residence times for all conditions (data in red/blue and theory in green).

and kb, respectively (Fig. 2A). Both the forward and backtrac-king
rates are influenced by the applied force F according to
kf = k0 exp½+Fa=ðkB TÞ and kb = k0 exp½−Fa=ðkB TÞ, where k0
denotes the intrinsic hopping rate in the absence of force (17,
19–21), a is the distance to the transition state, and kB T is the
thermal energy. We assume a to be 0.17 nm (5, 17), which places
the transition state symmetrically between two base pair positions (spaced 0.34 nm apart). The exit from the backtracked state
proceeds in a competition between two processes (22): first, realignment of the RNA 3′ end with the active site when Pol II
returns to the starting point of its backtrack by passive diffusion;
and second, intrinsic cleavage of the RNA 3′ overhang with rate
kcl = 0.012 ± 0.003 s−1 (22). Importantly, both processes lead to
a reinitiation of active transcription.
To account for the presence of the nucleosomal barrier, the
Bustamante laboratory has shown that local transient unwrapping
of the DNA from the histone octamer allows the polymerase to pass
further into the nucleosome (5). Following Hodges et al., we use γ
to denote the fraction of time the downstream DNA is locally
unwrapped from the histone octamer (5). Because the polymerase
can only step further when the DNA is accessible (unwrapped),
both kf and ke are decreased by the factor γ within the nucleosomal
region (5) (see shaded region in Fig. 2A). The DNA upstream of
Pol II is under mechanical tension, and we assume that the DNA
remains unwrapped from the nucleosome once the polymerase has
passed through it (5). Therefore, the nucleosomal backtracking rate
kb remains unchanged from the value on bare DNA.
Importantly, the parameter γ can be directly obtained from the
experimental data as the ratio of pause-free velocities (ve) within
the nucleosomal region and pause-free velocities within the same
region of the same DNA template but without a nucleosome
γ = ve ðnucleosomeÞ=ve ðbareÞ.

[1]

From our experiments, we find that γ assumes a value of 0.67 ±
0.11 in the presence of a single nucleosome.
Fitz et al.

We define the pause density Ppause as the number of pauses per
kilobase pair, which can be expressed as
kb
k0 exp½−Fa=ðkB TÞ
=
.
kb + γke k0 exp½−Fa=ðkB TÞ + γke

[2]

From our experimental data, we determine k0 to be 0.56 ±
0.14 s−1, which is in general agreement with earlier results (22)
(Table S2).
Within this model, the ability of Pol II to transcribe through
the nucleosome sensitively depends on the effectiveness of the
enzyme to recover from a nucleosomal backtrack. The ability to
recover from a backtrack, however, depends on whether during
backtracking the polymerase is more likely to step further into a
backtrack or step in the direction out of the backtrack. If at every
nucleosomal backtrack position it is more likely for the polymerase to step further into a backtrack than out, nucleosomal
backtracking pauses will be of long duration and the chance of
arrest within the nucleosome will be large. The ratio χ between
forward and backward hopping rates in the nucleosomal region is
given by

χ = kf kb = γ exp½2Fa=ðkB TÞ.
[3]
This dimensionless “drift coefficient” χ defines two regimes of
Pol II nucleosomal transcription dynamics. If χ is larger than 1,
Pol II can easily recover and resume active elongation. Conversely for χ < 1, Pol II is more likely to step deeper into the
backtrack. The increased likelihood to step deeper into a backtrack results in longer pauses and even arrest, because backtrack
recovery can no longer occur via diffusion but through slow intrinsic transcript cleavage (with a time constant of k−1
cl ∼ 80 s)
(22). Hence the value of χ determines whether Pol II manages to
pass the nucleosome or is likely to get trapped within the nucleosomal region. Because ∼ 92% of the polymerases are able to
pass the single nucleosome (Fig. 1G), we expect χ to be larger
than 1. Consistent with this expectation, we find that χ is equal to
1.35 ± 0.25 for the single nucleosome condition (Table S2). We
conclude that the drift coefficient χ quantifies the impact of the
nucleosome on Pol II transcription dynamics.
To summarize, the quantities we used in the model were the
entry force when Pol II arrives to the nucleosomal DNA, decrease of the pause-free velocity in the nucleosomal region, and
the pause density. Although the first two parameters determine
the χ parameter, all three of them are related to the elongation
of Pol II. The two important quantities that can be calculated
with the help of the model are residence time and the passage
probability. Importantly, those are determined by both the
elongation and the backtracking dynamics together. Our model,
however, provides information on the backtracking dynamics
from the measurements of the elongation dynamics. In this respect, the results on the passage probability given by the model
can be considered as a prediction, based on the empirically determined elongation parameters.
To test whether we are able to predict Pol II nucleosomal
passage probabilities from the measured value of χ, we generated
∼105 Pol II transcription trajectories via kinetic Monte Carlo
simulations (23) using the calculated value of χ (SI Text). We find
that both passage probabilities and residence times (within 145 s)
through the nucleosome obtained from numerical simulations
are consistent within errors with those measured in experiments
(Fig. 2 B and C). Note that calculated residence times show a
broad distribution, owing to the stochasticity of the transcription
process. Thus, we are able to predict Pol II nucleosomal passage
probabilities from the measured reduction in elongation rate and
the increase in the number of pauses within the nucleosomal
region as captured by χ. Next, we use this theoretical analysis to
PNAS | November 8, 2016 | vol. 113 | no. 45 | 12735
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quantify which properties of nucleosomal transcription are affected on addition of a second nucleosome.

The Internucleosomal Arrangement Affects Pol II Transcription
Dynamics. We next sought to investigate whether the impact of

the second nucleosome on Pol II transcription dynamics through
the first one depends on internucleosomal spacing. We therefore
studied dinucleosomal compounds with different spacings. A
linker length of 99 bp corresponds to ∼ 34 nm, which is approximately three times larger than the diameter of the single nucleosome (∼ 11 nm). We thus expect that at this internucleosomal
distance, the impact of the second nucleosome on the transcription dynamics through the first one is reduced. Indeed, we observed that increasing the distance between the two nucleosomes
to 99 bp resulted in an essentially complete recovery of Pol II
transcription dynamics through the first nucleosome, which were
now indistinguishable from Pol II dynamics in the presence of a
single nucleosome only (Figs. 1C and 3 A–D). Furthermore, the
calculated value of χ is 1.46 ± 0.30, and thus the passage probability reached ∼ 92%, again both similar to the single nucleosome
condition (Fig. 4B and Table S2). This result suggests that the
presence of a second nucleosome per se does not impact the
transcription dynamics through the first. Instead, this impact
only arises when the two neighboring nucleosomes are sufficiently
close.
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some affects Pol II transcription dynamics through the first nucleosome, we investigated transcription dynamics of individual Pol
II enzymes along dinucleosomal templates. We performed our
initial experiments on dinucleosomal templates with an internucleosomal spacing of 50 bp, which is larger than the typical
spacing in yeast (23 bp) (8) but smaller than the typical spacing in
higher eukaryotes (60 bp) (24).
Strikingly, we find that placing a second nucleosome 50 bp
downstream of the first one considerably affects Pol II transcription dynamics within the first nucleosome (Fig. 3A): dwell
times are highly increased within the central region of the first
nucleosome compared with the mononucleosomal condition
(Fig. 3B). Nucleosomal residence times increased almost twofold
to 118.9 ± 23.0 s (Fig. 3C) due to a decreased elongation rate and
an increase of both pause frequency and duration (Fig. 3D).
Importantly, the passage probability decreased to ∼ 28% (Fig. 4
A and B). Note that, although we used Pol II slowdown dynamics
in the first nucleosomal region to detect the presence of the first
nucleosome, we cannot perform a similar analysis to detect the
presence of the second nucleosome (SI Text). Given that we
expect the second nucleosome to actually be absent in a small
fraction of experiments (Fig. S1B), we thus slightly underestimate
the impact of the second nucleosome on the transcription dynamics
through the first.
In the framework of our stochastic model, we expect that this
significant reduction in passage probabilities is caused by the
factor χ dropping below 1. Indeed, pause densities are increased
more than sevenfold and γ drops to 0.48 ± 0.12, resulting in the
drift coefficient χ to be reduced to 0.87 ± 0.22 (Tables S1 and S2
and Fig. 3D). Similar to the single nucleosome condition, we are
capable with this measured value of χ to recapitulate within
errors the residence time within and to predict passage probability through the first nucleosome (Figs. 3C and 4B). To conclude, the ability of Pol II to progress through a nucleosome is
severely impeded by placing a second nucleosome 50 bp downstream. The second nucleosome reduces the drift coefficient χ to
a value below 1, rendering Pol II ineffective in rapidly recovering
from backtracks within the first nucleosome.
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The Presence of a Second Nucleosome Impairs Pol II Transcription
Dynamics Through the First Nucleosome by Reducing the Drift
Coefficient χ . To test whether the presence of a second nucleo-

Fig. 3. Single-molecule transcription elongation by RNA polymerases II
along dinucleosomal DNA templates. (A) Transcription traces of individual
Pol II molecules, transcribing along a different dinucleosomal DNA templates: 99-bp linker (Top), 50-bp linker (Middle), and 45-bp linker (Bottom)
(data filtered at 1-kHz bandwidth). The gray bar illustrates the position of
the nucleosome. Yellow and blue dots highlight the position at which
polymerases enter and exit the nucleosome, respectively. For polymerases
that did not transcribe through the nucleosomal region within 145 s, red
dots mark their position at 145 s after entering the nucleosomal region.
(B) Changes in dwell time distributions along different dinucleosomal DNA
templates, zoomed into the first nucleosomal region. The gray bar illustrates
the position of the nucleosome; the yellow area marks the central region.
Dwell time distribution for the 99-bp linker template (light blue), 50-bp
linker (red), and 45-bp linker template (dark blue). The solid line represents
the mean, whereas the shaded areas show the respective SEM. (C) Residence
times for transcription on dinucleosomal DNA template (data in red/blue
and theory in green). (D) Changes in transcription parameters on different
dinucleosomal DNA templates with and without a nucleosome: changes in
pause-free velocities (Left). Pause densities (Center) and pause durations
(Right). Quantifications for each transcription parameter are shown as box
plots, where the central mark is the mean, the edges of the box are the SEM,
and the whiskers are the SDs. The red dots represent values for single experiments. N indicates the number of Pol II transcription trajectories on each
template. Two datasets are considered significantly different if the P value is
below or equal to 0.05. Different P values are indicated as follows: ns, P >
0.05; *P ≤ 0.05; **P ≤ 0.01; and ***P ≤ 0.001.
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145 s. Note that our results are not sensitive to the precise value of the
cutoff chosen to define passage probabilities (Fig. S4) nor is there a dependency on force for the range of forces applied (Fig. S5). Error bars
represent the 95% CI. Experimental data are shown in blue; theory is
shown in green. We used the Barnard’s exact test to calculate the P values
for binary data sets. (C) (Left) Differences in nucleosomal orientations,
where the two neighboring nucleosomes lie on the same or on opposite
sides of the DNA. (Right) Angular distributions of the two neighboring
nucleosomes for the 50- and 45-bp linker templates. Numbers of trajectories per condition as in Fig. 3. Two datasets are considered significantly
different if the P value is below or equal to 0.05. Different P values are
indicated as follows: ns, P > 0.05; ***P ≤ 0.001.

Given the helical nature of the DNA molecule, we hypothesize
that not only the distance in base pairs but also the rotational
arrangement of the two nucleosomes with respect to each other
impact the transcription dynamics through the first nucleosome
(Fig. 4C, Left). We thus tested whether changing the rotational
arrangement between the two neighboring nucleosomes affects
the drift coefficient χ and the Pol II transcription performance
through the first nucleosome. With the 50-bp internucleosomal
spacing, the two nucleosomes face the same side of the DNA
helix (Fig. 4C). Given that 10.4 bp corresponds to one full DNA
helical turn, decreasing the spacing by 5 bp (i.e., half a helical
turn) brings the two nucleosomes closer together in terms of base
pair distance, but now places them toward opposite sides of the
DNA and hence further apart overall (8, 25, 26) (Fig. 4C).
Strikingly, we find that for the 45-bp linker, nucleosomal residence times are significantly decreased, and passage probabilities
are greatly increased compared with the 50-bp linker condition
(Tables S1 and S2 and Figs. 3C and 4B). Hence, reducing the
internucleosomal distance from 50 to 45 bp greatly reduces the
impact of the second nucleosome on the transcription dynamics
through the first one. Consistent with this observation, we determine χ to be 1.29 ± 0.30 for a spacing of 45 bp. This value is
Fitz et al.

above 1; hence, Pol II is able to rapidly recover from backtracks.
Consequently, ∼ 79% of all single RNA polymerases tested on
the template with an internucleosomal spacing of 45 bp are able
to exit the first nucleosomal region (within 145 s) (Fig. 4 A and B
and Fig. S6), in good agreement with the value predicted from
theory (Fig. 4B). Although more experiments with a broader
range of linker lengths are necessary to demonstrate a helical
phasing effect, we conclude that Pol II transcription dynamics
and passage probabilities through the first nucleosome depend
on the length of the linker DNA and on the rotational offset
between the two neighboring nucleosomes.
Discussion
Here, we performed single-molecule transcription experiments
along dinucleosomal templates differing in their internucleosomal
arrangement. We discover that a second nucleosome affects Pol II
nucleosomal transcription dynamics through the first nucleosome
(as quantified by the drift coefficient χ) and the ability to pass it,
whereby a decreased distance in base pairs between the two
neighboring nucleosomes can be compensated by the rotational
offset between them. Placing the two nucleosomes on opposite
sides of the DNA helix results in Pol II nucleosomal transcription
dynamics similar to what is obtained without the second nucleosome. Hence, the internucleosomal arrangement between the two
neighboring nucleosomes impacts the transcription dynamics
through the first nucleosome. However, how is this effect realized?
How can the second nucleosome influence the transcription dynamics through the first one? One possibility is that the stability of
the first nucleosome on the DNA templates is affected by the
presence of the second nucleosome. We tested for such an effect
by performing force–extension measurements, to determine nucleosome–DNA stability by measuring at which forces nucleosomes unwrap from DNA. However, we found that nucleosomal
stabilities were similar for all of the different dinucleosomal
templates (SI Text, Fig. S7, and Table S3). Thus, we conclude that
the observed differences in transcription dynamics cannot be attributed to differences in nucleosomal stabilities for the different
dinucleosomal templates. This result suggests that the transcribing
Pol II enzyme itself mediates this intercommunication between
the two neighboring nucleosomes and the corresponding changes
in the transcriptional drift coefficient χ we have measured. A
molecular model (Fig. S8), where we positioned the elongating
Pol II complex in the exit region (past the dyad) of the first nucleosome, lends credence to this interpretation. The model shows
that in the context of an elongating polymerase, internucleosomal
distances differ for the two geometries. Contacts between the two
neighboring nucleosomes are more likely with the 50-bp linker
compared with the 45-bp linker (45-bp linker with ∼ 130 Å vs.
50-bp linker with ∼ 110 Å; Fig. S8). However, further studies are
required to identify the molecular basis of how the second nucleosome influences transcription through the first. Interestingly,
in vivo histones are highly modified and known to affect Pol II
transcription efficiencies through nucleosomes. An interesting line
of future research is to understand to what extent histone modifications modulate this geometry and the impact on the transcribing Pol II enzyme.
Finally, we note that earlier work has shown that yeast exhibits a
very tight nucleosomal organization, with adjacent nucleosomes
placed on opposite sides of the DNA helix due to the offset of
one-half a helical turn (8–11). Our results therefore suggest that
this type of nucleosomal arrangement might be critical for efficient
chromatin transcription by RNA polymerase II.
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